Stock in Channel / Supplier Feeds
Supplier feeds is all about being able to update the supplier cost price, supplier lead time
and supplier stock qty from a file or ftp file. If your supplier gives you this information then it
means you can update your system on an hourly+ basis.

In the stock item tab the plugin creates a new tab called “Stock in Channel” where you can
see the supplier cost price, lead time, stock qty and last updated date. The same information
is available to a user when entering a quote or sales order if their user role allows.

In Supplier - Tools we have an option called Supplier feeds which shows all the feeds
created. The user can create new feeds by clicking on the New feed button in the toolbar or
edit an existing feed by clicking on it from the list.

The above is the Feed Setup form. You could have multiple for the same supplier if required.
You give the feed a name and then pick a supplier.
If a supplier is not already assigned to supply an item and the item is in the file then they will
get assigned as part of this update process and update the supplier part code.
As an option you can decide to make the lowest cost supplier for an item the priority
supplier. i.e. if this new price is the lowest price then this supplier will get ticked as priority
supplier. The priority supplier is the one Autogenerate PO or drop ship would default to. The
other options should be self-explanatory.

Field Translations Notes:
Item Name has to be unique and has to be present or Supplier part code has to match one
of our items. i.e. We have to have either the supplier part code or the item name to be able
to update the item. If a row does not match an existing item name or supplier part code we
will ignore it.
Supplier Part Code over write if present or use as a translation to our item name if no item
name is entered. i.e. if we have the item name then we update the supplier part code field
with this data. If blank don’t update the supplier part code field in the item. I would expect
that most fields will have the supplier part code and not our item name. the translation
already done in Interprise.
Supplier stock Qty - if present will over write existing. If blank they will not get over written.
Supplier cost price if > 0.00 will be over written. If blank or 0.00 they will not get over written.
We will assume that the supplier cost price is in the supplier currency. So if the supplier was
in USD then the price would be assumed to be in USD.
Supplier lead time if present will be over written. If blank they will not get over written.
The Column Name is where the file or excel sheet has columns with a header row for the
column names. There is also an option to just enter a number 1, 2, 3 etc. and this will
assume that column 1 in the file is the for example item name as the file does not have a
header. I would expect most files to have a column heading.

If you tick the option to create stock items not already in the system then you will as a
minimum also need to translate a field for the description. Other fields above are optional.

There is a manual Import Now button so you can import manually or check the file works.
The other options are based on a scheduler to go and check for a file every hour+.
One of the options for a file location and type is “Local file”. This is where you pick a local
folder for the files. When imported or there is an error the files are renamed to Imported or
Error_Date+Time+Original file name. So they are not imported again by mistake and there is
a log of changes.

An email can be sent to an email address regarding errors if using the scheduler. It uses an
Inteprise email account. There is also a run import manually button to test the location or ftp
location and test what the scheduler would do.
If I had multiple suppliers sending me files I would create a local folder for each supplier
SupplierCode+Name so its easy to see which files are from where. Each feed relates to 1
supplier. Each scheduler feed uses 1 location to get file from that supplier. You don’t want to
update the items with the wrong supplier.

We also have the option to go to FTP space to get the file(s).

